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Overview of our approach 
 
We design a supervised model.  
For training the model we propose a procedure to create the ground truth   
  dataset from light-space images  

Our dataset is will be published with our work.  

Our model is easily generalizable to different CFA patterns.  
Our model can perform denoising jointly with demosaicing.  
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We devised a strategy to compensate for the systematic bias when the size of the window is even  
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Energy defined for each factor:  
Measure of the goodness of particular labelling given inputs, and parameters of the factor  
Coefficients of are determined by the regression tree, or each leave stores set of parameters.  

Inference:                                                                          
Training: Jointly choosing the structure of the tree, and parameters of at leaves such that minimizes the 
empirical risk, in greedy way:  
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RTF with the generalized loss function 
Full denoising-demosiacing experiments  
Other CFA patterns: Fuji-Xtrans pattern 
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